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1. Introduction
How can the effects of corpora on the language learning process be effectively assessed? This is an
old question which is, however, just as important now as it was ten or twenty years ago. Does
corpus use aid students in a measurable way? How does corpus use affect students' subsequent
language use? Is there a marked qualitative difference between the work of students who make use
of corpora in their studies and those who do not? Does corpus use necessarily lead to an
improvement in students' language production?
This research reports an ongoing study into phraseological production in advanced learner writing
(Philip 2005a; 2005b; 2006/forthcoming); in particular, it investigates corpus use and non-use in a
semi-structured writing task. Unlike other studies in the E F L literature, this research examines
multiple versions of a single base text, making it possible to observe what effect the use of corpora
has on the production of phraseological units in text, rather than in gap-fill sentences or other, more
traditional types of elicitation experiment, such as those found in Deignan et al. (1997 and Boers
(2000). The rationale behind the present approach is influenced by the use of parallel corpora in
translation studies in which multiple versions of single texts - in two or more languages - can be
visualised and examined as KWIC concordances.
The data presented here has been gathered from five groups of advanced learners between March
2005 and June 2006. The learners, following advanced (CI) general English courses at the
University of Bologna. Four of the groups have used corpora during the course of their studies; of
these four groups of corpus users, two have used corpora extensively, and have been taught how to
carry out advanced searches (multiple nodes, wildcards, and node plus tag). The fifth group, having
had no exposure to language corpora, serves as a control.

2. Phrase building with and without corpora
The "phrase-building" task is an exercise in guided creative writing. It consists of a fixed sequence
of key-words and collocations which form the basic skeleton of the story, and these fixed elements
are presented sequentially on flash cards or as a slide presentation, making it often necessary for
students to revise and reformulate their story in real time. The task is timed to occupy the best part
of a two-hour lesson, with students writing their texts directly onto the computer. This allows them
to edit and re-work their texts more easily than if they were writing by hand, and they can keep
several windows open with on-line dictionaries, Internet search engines and corpora at their
fingertips.
The keywords provided are all fairly common words, such as wine + party, nerves, footsteps +
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stairs, and they are all relatively conventional collocations. However they need not be interpreted
as being close collocates (node +/-1), with the result that they can effectively be used
compositionally (linked by the context alone) or phraseologically (in fixed collocations, idioms and
other turns of phrase), as the writer sees fit. The students' task is to write their version of the story
using all the words provided, making as few changes as possible to the order of the keywords
presented and to the word form given (plurals should remain plural, tenses of verbs should not be
modified).

3. Discussion
What the data collected so far shows is that there is a qualitative difference between the texts
produced by corpus users and those produced by non-users. However this difference is difficult to
measure statistically because of the nature of the task: it is not an exam or test, and there are no
right and wrong answers. The qualitative difference lies in the overall cohesiveness of the corpususers' texts, because they appear to pay as much attention to the structural and grammatical
elements of the phraseology as they do to the more salient words. Proficient users of advanced
learner dictionaries also achieve this level of accuracy, though they are constrained by the
limitations of their dictionary. The Google-dependent students - those students who had been given
corpus training but felt more comfortable with the Internet's rough-and-ready alternative - showed
much lower degree of phraseological accuracy than either corpus users or proficient dictionary
users. This group was the one which used most interlanguage, and which appeared most reluctant
to check the meaning of unusual or unfamiliar words. The control group did not produce less
accurate texts than the corpus users, but they were less adventurous in their choice of phraseology,
tending on the whole to favour the compositional use of the keywords over the phraseological, noncompositional possibilities; here again, the proficient dictionary users were able to produce more
complex language chunks than those who relied predominantly on their existing language
knowledge and more rudimentary dictionary skills.
What has emerged from the data is that those students who have had very limited exposure to
corpora, and those who are unable to carry out more than the most simple of searches, show no
better language skills than those who simply use a good learner dictionary. This may be partially
due to the fact that English dictionaries for advanced learners are now very comprehensive
repositories of information, most of which is derived from corpus analysis, but it also indicates that
training students to search a corpus well is possibly as important as teaching them to read
concordances.
Although an ability to use corpora with some skill and flexibility is without doubt an aid to the
production of high-quality text, it is not the corpus alone that makes this so. Adventurous corpus
users are motivated students: they make a considerable effort to find the language that they need
and are prepared to try various permutations in their searches with before they settle on the one that
they are most satisfied with. They appear to actively avoid translating directly from their L I ,
especially when the language is figurative. In other words, they are archetypally good learners who
add corpora to their repertoire of language learning strategies.
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